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Abstract 
 
 This papers reviews and expands the hybrid S-parameters method for intentional and unintentional EMI 
analysis of electronic systems in presence of complex platforms. The proposed technique treats EMI as an 
additional port in the scattering matrix in addition to the traditional PCB ports. Such a mathematical treatment of 
the EMI signal provides for a straightforward characterization of non-linear RF-Digital systems by combining 
circuit analysis with full wave microwave analysis. As such, full wave solvers can be combined SPICE-like 
circuit solvers for EMI characterizations of practical systems. Several applications for plane wave and near zone 
incidences are given, including those of intermodulation in a power amplifier, digital modulation 
communication system, integrity of an timer placed inside an automobile.  
 

1. Introduction 
 
 Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) on electronic systems has been studied for decades. Many 
theoretical and protection techniques have been proposed to reduce or mitigate EMI impact. However, for the 
most part, these techniques are limited to the circuit board and do not account for the surrounding structures at 
high frequencies. To do so, it is required to integrate full wave and circuit analysis methods. Noting that 
scattering parameters are the bridge between KVL/KCL and full wave methods, we recently developed the 
hybrid S-parameter concept to model external field coupling onto RF/mixed signal circuits residing on complex 
platforms [1],  
[2]. Using this scattering matrix formalism, external EMI was modeled as an additional hybrid port accounting 
for all forced excitations.  The captured hybrid S-matrix entries can then be exported to any circuit solver such 
as ADS (Advanced Design System of Agilent), HSPICE or a custom developed circuit toolset for complete EMI 
characterization of complex (structures, PCBs and circuits).  This capability to integrate many different 
contributions from various components (in frequency or time domain) is unique and mature enough for 
integration into a user-oriented package for complete EMI/EMC analysis of complex systems.  The flexibility 
and practicality of the method can also allow for optimization of circuit components to allow for minimum 
interference without a need to re-solve the overall structure and vice versa.  
 
 In this paper, we review the scattering matrix approach and generalize it to near zone illuminations. 
Several applications of the hybrid S-parameters are also given by combining full-wave EM solvers and Agilent 
ADS circuit tool. Among the examples considered are (a) EMI characteristics of an RF power amplifier placed 
inside a missile-like body, (b) digital modulation performance due to interference in a pass-through power 
amplifier, and (c) performance of a timer located inside an automobile engine compartment due to EMI 
disruption. For the latter example, the EMI and physical device ports are combined to yield a transient analysis 
via the scattering matrix parameters extracted from Agilent Advanced Design System (ADS). That is, our 
formalism allows for both single frequency and broadband characterizations, with the bandwidth only limited by 
the  extracted component scattering parameters.    
 

In its original form, the hybrid S-parameter technique is limited to plane wave excitations since it uses 
Generalized Pencil of Functions (GPOF, [5]) method to extract forced and modal waves coupled to 
interconnects. However, near field excitations lead to many more forced modes, implying a more accurate mode 
(as compared to the GPOF) extraction technique. With this in mind, we employed the Discreet Fourier 
Transform (DFT) to identify modes being excited and then identified the most dominant modes  

 
In this paper, we start by briefly discussing the hybrid S-parameter formulation. This is followed by the 

method’s generalization to non-plane wave incidences, and the demonstration of several applications to validate 
and demonstrate the method.  



2. Hybrid S-Parameters Overview 
 
 External field coupling in an electronic system typically occurs by current excitations on interconnects 
that supply power to the PCB. As the PCB is enclosed in a cavity structure or other multi-enclosure 
configuration, fields excited by external excitations lead to cavity modes that can impact the normal behavior of 
the otherwise shielded PCBs. Once the external excitation couples to the PCB additional modal waves are 
generated due to mismatches at port terminations, and giving rise to propagating modes associated with the 
eigenmodes of the transmission lines comprising the PCB. The essence of the hybrid S-matrix formulation, our 
goal is to provide a single matrix that characterizes the coupling fields to loads on the PCBs and which account 
for interactions with the enclosure and connected transmissions lines. 
 A key aspect of the hybrid S-matrix is to represent the external or forced wave excitations as an 
additional EMI port (N+1 port) added to the usual PCB scattering matrix and to add their present on other ports 
as a  constant voltage source computed under open circuit conditions (see                Figure 1). The resulting S-
matrix is of the form 

 
      
              (1)   

 
 
 

As already noted, the hybrid S entries are computed via open circuit analysis (open ports). The modal voltage at 
the ports (Voc.modal) is then used to compute the HS entries representing the coupling between the EMI port and 
the other physical ports. We have  
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where Zref refers to a diagonal matrix comprised of reference  port impedances and Z is the impedance matrix.   
 We remark that the construction of the S-matrix is done using full wave simulations. However, once the 
S-matrix is generated (which also accounts for interactions with the enclosure and connected cables), circuit 
components, devices (amplifiers, mixers etc.) and even digital components (attached to the ports) can be readily 
analyzed using commercial SPICE-like packages such as ADS and HSPICE.  This approach also allows for 
circuit design optimization without a need for repeated analysis of the microwave network. Details for this 
general EMI/EMC analysis (enabled by the hybrid S-matrix) is outlined in [1] and  
[2]. In this paper, we present applications of the method to RF-digital EMI characterizations, such as a 
communication system, and generalize it to near zone excitations. The latter proved particularly challenging 
because it required a different approach for extracting the dominant modes on the PCB (other than the 
generalized pencil or Prony methods) and the extraction of the open circuit voltages.               

 
               Figure 1.  Hybrid S-parameter network representation: EMI is included as an additional port 

 
3. RF-Digital Applications of Hybrid S-parameters Technique 

As a rather general application of the S-matrix approach, we consider the case of a RF power amplifier 
placed inside a missile-like body (see Figure 2). The missile is illuminated by a single and multi-tone EMI 
source at 15m distance. It was found that the hybrid scattering analysis showed that a single tone EMI was more 
effective than multi-tone/broadband EMI signals carrying the same power. As another example we considered 
the impact of EMI on the performance of various digitally modulated signals (BPSK, QPSK, MSK, QAM4, 
QAM 64) processed through the same power amplifier displayed in Figure 2. For our example, our analysis (see 



  Fig. 3) suggested that non-constant envelope modulation schemes are more susceptible to 
intentional EMI than those employing constant envelope modulation schemes. 

 

 
Figure 2.  RF Amplifier used of coupling characterization (after[1]) 

 
 
  Fig. 3 Example results showing the impact of EMI on QAM16 digital modulation scheme 
  processed  through the amplifier in Figure 2 (after [1]) 

 We also employed the hybrid S-matrix to characterize the impact of EMI on a timer located inside an 
automobile engine compartment (see Fig. 4). The goal of that study was to understand how EMI source 
characteristics (such as short/wide pulses and pulse duration) affect performance of the timer. The proposed 
hybrid S-matrix methodology was found quite successful in analyzing the impact of EMI/EMC on the timer 
PCB (the most critical component of the engine) residing under the hood with contributions from the enclosing 
box and the automobile body accounted for. For this example, we found out that the timer inside the automobile 
was primarily affected by EMI sources illuminating the device from the automobile front since shielding was 
less effective from that incidence direction. Details for this example will be given at the meeting.  
 



 
Fig. 4.  Automotive Timer EMI analysis subjected to high power EMI (after Error! Reference source not 
found.1]).  

4. Hybrid S-parameters for Near Field Excitations 
 For near zone excitations, the excitation can be represented by an infinite set of plane waves. When these 
impinge on the PCBs, they cause an infinite set of forced modes, precluding use of the GPOF for extracting their 
coefficients and associated parameters. As a result, GPOF cannot even be used to extract the correct dominant 
mode coefficients. To compute the correct coefficients for the dominant and propagating modes, we instead 
employed the DFT to identify and extract the propagating modal wave parameters and the open circuit voltages 
to be used at the PCB port in the subsequent SPICE-like characterization.  A simple example is given in Figure 
5(a) where a microstrip line is subjected to an EMI from a nearby surrounding cable.  Indeed, our extracted 
modal values match quite well the open circuit voltages computed via full-wave analysis (via Ansoft HFSS).   

 
                      (a)                                                                                                    (b) 

Figure 5 (a) A microstrip line is subject to near-field excitation by a surrounding cable. (b) Corresponding 
modal and forced modes after DFT analysis. 

5. Conclusion 
 We presented a generalization of the hybrid S-parameters technique for EMI analysis of electronic 
systems residing inside complex platforms. The presented technique is unique as it bridges full-wave EMI 
analysis with circuit simulators such as HSPICE and Agilent ADS. Thus, we can carry out system-level EMI 
analysis for electronic systems inside complex structures, including entire automobiles and aircraft structures 
with computational ease and without compromising appreciable accuracy. In this paper, we will present such 
realistic complex EMI analysis examples and also extend the S-matrix approach to near zone illuminations 
where the excitation can be from nearly cables or interference sources. 
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